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SPEECH BY THE PREMIER. MR. DUN5TAIM. 

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PATHOLOGISTS, 

Mr. President and Members of the Council, the Leader of the 
Opposition, my Parliamentary colleagues, Your Honours, Mr. Vice 
Chancellor, and ladies and gentlemen: 

Welcome to South Australia to all those of you who don't live 
here. It's very good to have you with us and to have the honour 
for 5outh Australia to have this meeting of the ^oyal College of 
Pathologists. 

I'd like to talk to you tonight about the nature of this state 
and its possibilities for the future, and to start with I'd like to 
tell you something about its background and to quote from a work 
which was written by one of the most distinguished sons of the 
university. 

South Australia was settled in 1.836 by men whose professed ideals 
were civil liberty, social opportunity and equality for all religions. 
Though each of those ideals was moulded in England each was a protest 
against English practice. The immigrants had found their civil 
liberties unreal because dependent on rank and property. ^he summit 
of society unattainable except by gentle birth or exceptional wealth, 
of which they had neigher, and the Christian religions unequal in 
law, custom and social status. Such obstructions bred, especially 
in dissenters of the middling class, particular ideals of liberty 
which the immigrants determined to put into practice in their new 
land, but this involved a double transportation and a double risk. 
Ideas bred in one environment must be implemented in another. 
Ideas bred in opposition must be implemented in office, 

Not that these longed for liberties were the only needs which 
settlers and speculators pursued in South Australia. They certainly 
also pursued wealth, some with differing concentration and success, 
and no doubt other things beside. But it was their particular 
concern for par-t-icular liberties that distinguished them from other 
immigrants, governed their choice and their character, inspired 
their special experiment in colonisation - particular shortcomings 
of liberty in England determined the particular guarantees of 
liberty in South Australia. 

This then was to be the paradise of dissent. But unavoidably 
the social revolution of the time flagged somewhat. 
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It is true that South Australia, borne upon that fervour of 
its first immigrants, the avid readers of the black books of the 
time, became the first place in the world to have manhood suffrage 
and the secret ballot and only the second place in the world to 
have votes for women. The first place in the world to have a 
children's court. The originator of the Torrens Title system 
of land regustration which was a charter for protection of the 
average citizen and his land dealings'! All of these things 
were here, but at the same time the ideals of the age of enlighten-
ment and of reason faltered, and they faltered simply because 
they took no effective account of the limitations of human 
understanding. 

We had here in South Australia the same social ferment, the same 
dissent, the same expectation, the same class divisions as came 
to the fore in "the industrial revolution in Victorian England, and 
many of the ideals on which original founders faltered. Many 

it 

people then turned to Utopias, arid we had them here in South 
Australia. We had little colonies of people endeavouring to 
establish co-operative settlements, trying within limited areas to 
establish static societies which would evince the ideals of their 
founders. We had those who left Australia's shores - some of our 
greatest idealists - to found a new settlement in Paraguay, which 
flou ndered very shortly upon the limitations of the people who 
endeavoured to found the new society there* 

There was an absurdity of course in trying to establish any form 
of static society. One can't do this. Society is essentially 
dynamic. The forms of behaviour within society are constantly 
changing, though little understood by the majority of the populace. 
The idea of the age of enlightenment that all one had to do was to 
tak e hold of the social process to provide free compulsory education 
for all and it would be possible for every citizen to understand 
the total social process about him and to control it is, of course, 
an absurd one. 

Here, in an age where education is far« more effectively universal 
than ever before I should think that rather less than one per cent 
of the Australian populace understands the nature of the federal 
constitution which binds us, or the financial agreements which 
bind the states even further. Although since it is there of course 
the average citizen appreciates that there is something there which 
he doesn't understand, but which it is necessary for Governments 
to conform to. 
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It is the case that at any stage in society that the effective 
appreciation of its citizens as to the forms, the patterns 
exhibited and socially determined norms of behaviour will be only 
partially understood. It is only likely that within any society 
we will have an elite which begins to understand the nature of 
the dynamic social process. 

But having said all that, it is possible to lay down goals within 
the dynamic society that we have, wiihin the dynamics of social 
change which are in accord with the basic aims of the founders 
of this province. It is possible in Government, by deliberate 
planning, to ensure equality and diversity of employment, the 
very ground, the gravamen of any sort of effective social life. 
It is possible that within that process we can commece effectively 
to lessen the alienation of people from their work within society. 

Sociologiests of the last thirty years have talked about the 
development of the ad-mass society of constant alienation from 
work and social groupings. It is possible that we can within 
an effectively planned society, in co-operation between all the 
groupings of society and the deliberate action of Government, 
remarkably to lessen that alienation from work patterns and to 
give every citizen in society the feeling that he has. an effective 
place within it and an effective say indeed in the decisions which 
are going to affect his social existence. It is possible for us 
to punsue liberties. 

With effective hindsight as to the limitations of the vision 
of the founders of the province it is possible for us to ensure 
that within Governmental structures there is an effective say for 
each citizen in the community in the laws which govern him, an 
effective and equal say with every other citizen. It is possible 
for us to ensure that there is accountability to the populace of 
economic decisions affecting the lives of each citizen within the 
community and that we have not merely a facade of parliamentary 
democracy, but true social democracy in which every citizen can 
have accounted to him the decisions which will affect the level of 
employment, the level of credit and protection of investment, the 
nature of development within society which will determine the way 
in which he is able to live his life within it. 

It is possible for us to say also that we remove the restraints 
which came upon personal behaviour from the very nature of the 
founding of the province* It was in the nature of the dissenting 
religions so involved with the founding of this province that 
whereas any measures of formal liberties as then understood in 
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in the right to elect parliaments, in the right to have a say 
in what happened socially, at the same time the~)other things 
that flowed from some of the beliefs of the time would lessen 
the liberty of the citizens. There was a pattern developed 
in South Australia in which many people only felt safe if they 
could institutionalise their own inhibitions* And in these 
circumstances a whole series of restraints upon personal behaviour 
which came so much to the fore in many areas of Anglo-Saxon 
colonisation were much to the fore here. It is necessary for us 
to provide for individual liberties that there are restraints 
removed from personal behaviour where that personal behaviour 
does not affect other people within this society. There must 
be an end to OWf^ v ? It is possible for us to encourage 
the vitality and necessity within our society of individuality, 
of the value of each citizen's ability to contribute his own and 
uniquely personal view and actions to our society. And it is 
possible for us to do something which I believe is going to be 
of very great significance. 

This is an urban society. If you look at that strange anachronism, 
our state coat of arms - tha.t hardly comes though to you, I don't 
know how many of you would have seen it, we don't show it off 
very often. But it is a shield on which some wheat sheaves, 
some sheep, and a rising sun are displayed, flanked on the left 
by a pre-rfl^A^ ^ lady looking uncertainly into the future, and 
on the right by a gentleman with a pair of shears, apparently 

s o 
about to do himself susta grave personal and intimate an injury 
as to beyond the help of any pathologists, and underneath is 
inscribed the pious exhortation "Faith and Courage". It was 
thought up by somebody in the College of Heralds who had never 
seen South Australia, at a time when this state had almost its 
entire production in agriculture. 
That is not the case today. This nation, despite its wide open 
spaces is the most urban in the world, and this is the most 
urban part of the most urban nation. The problems of western 
industrialist developed society today are largely problems of 
urban existance. It is possible for us in South Australia to 
make a contribution to the form of urban existance, which I 
Relieve can be unique. We have one of the original planned cities 
of the 19th century. It has not been spoilt. We have not gone 
in for the strange and unfortunate concentrations of many European 
and American of freeways which beget the ever growing population 
of the private motor car, people travelling in lonely form in 
private motor vehicles far too large for therv polluting the air 
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and gumming up the traffic way so that it is almost impossible 
effectively to get., from one part of the city to another. We, 
thank goodness, are not going to have to spend the billions 
of dollars which many U.S. states are now spending to undo what 
they did in freeway development. It is possible for us because 
our land costs are low, because we have been able to provide 
planning controls at a stage of our development when our city was 
not ruined, to ensuresthat we keep our options open to provide 
for the new technologies developing in public transit, physical 
mobility within the city. 

It is possible for us to provide a pollution free city so that we 
will never see here the kind of smog that hangs so constantly 
over Los Angeles, or which in Tokyo causes a little man in the 
imperial gardens tougo around hosing the trees down to keep them 
alive. It is possible for us to ensure an effective social life 
through the development of a series of urban •Aiccta/b'P which wiiih 
ibe essential features, essential centres of the social life of 
our community, providing an artistic integration of the community. 
And as Dr. Hackett will testify, it is possible for us here in 
this citye-.to develop a level of artistic exposition and endeavour 
which will make us not only a place which local people can enjoy, 
but a place to which others will come to see that we are providing 
here. 

Let me turn to what Lewis has had to say on the nature, 
the point, the importance of city life. The city is a related 
collection of primary groups and purposive associations. The 
first, like family and neighbourhood, are common to large commun-
ities, while the second are especially characteristic of city 
life. These varied groups support themselves through economic 
organisations that are likewise of a more or less corporate, or 
at least publicly regulated character, and they are all housed in 
permanent structures within the relatively limited area. The 
essential physical means of a city's existence are the fixed site, 
the durable shelter, the permanent facilities for assembly, 
interchange and storage, the essential social means of the social 
division of labour which serves not merely the economic life, 
but the cultural processes. The city in its complete sense then 
has a geographic plexus, an economic organisation, an institutional 
process, a theatre and social action and an aesthetic symbol of 
creative unity. 
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On one hand it is a physical frame for the common place domestic 
and economic activities, on the other it is a consciously dramatic 
settling for the more significant actions and the more sublimated 
urges of a human culture. The city fosters art, is art. The city 
creates the theatre and is the theatre. It is in the city, the 
city as theatre, that man's most purposive activities are form-
ulated and worked out through conflicing and co-operating 
personalitie s, events and groups into more significant culmination. 

I believe that this can be just such a city and we can determine 
that within this state city life here and elsewhere will conform 
to this view - that we will be able to limit our total development 
here and develop regional cities planned effectively and providing 
the physical and social mobility and integration we seek. In 
doing that, as well as in limiting the total level of our population, 
we will be able markedly to increase our income per capita, and that 
is important for a whole variety of reasons. 

At the moment far too much of our income per capita is gone to 
provide the infrastructure for a rate of expansion in population 
far beyond that of any other part of the world, in relation to 
immigration at any rate. That has drained our means of providing 
increases in income per capita at the rate we should have done. 
We will be able to do better. But you may say to me, and people 
have , well after you've said all that are you going to do anything 
other than that for instance which has happened in the Swiss Comtek P 
After all, this is what the i ^ r ^ ^ o ( have done. Having provided 
a workable city they have not contributed anything internationally 
except some subscription to the Red Eross in the past, and the 
exportation of the cuckoo clock. They!ce,as my son rather tersely 
put it t6 me after a period at the University of Geneva, a costive 
lot. Is this going to be the future of South Australia? I don't 
believe so. 

I believe that the important thing for us will not only be to 
provide 

an urban environment which can show the way to how urban 
existence can be most effective, but at the same time in providing 
an increase in income per capita we can assist the development of 
our total region in the provision of an increasing technology, and 
ensuring that this is a technology seen to provide assistance in 
teaching and development in all the areas of academic disciplines 
to our neighbouring regions. Why should we beidoing that? 
Because it is our moral duty* 
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Let's just have a look for a moment at the situation of our 
nearest physical neighbour - Indonesia. There in its central 
city Djakarta, there is a population which is for the most part 
unemployed. Those who are employed have an average per capita 
income of $13(U.S.) per month. Public health is almost non 
existant. The old canals through the city are sewers, water 
supplies and washing facilities all at once, and you can see 
the activities of that kind going, each of them, within any 
fifty yard area of the canals. There is no tax base from which 
the necessary infrastructure of providing a satisfactory city 
environment can be provided. It is impossible for the Governor 
of XXHBMKKXX Djakarta, 4 to raise extra monies 
in taxes from the impoverished population over who he has to 
rule; but it is possible for us to ensure that here, with an 
industrial base, we can provide technology componentry for the 
developing industries of Indonesia. We can use our technology 
to draw on its enornous resources - great richness in resources. 
We can help in every way with the technologies that we develop 
here, and that covers every one of the disciplines, including 
your own. Every area of health assistance must be provided 
to the underprivileged people in the area immediately around 
us. 

It is possible for Adelaide to not only provide for its own 
citizens, but to inform and assist human development 
in our total region. 

It is often said to us, and I suppose quite rightly - and our 
American visitors will I am sure confirm this fact - Australia 
is at the periphery. For the most part, in the great capitals 
of the world, this is not where the action is. I can remember 
going to the Urban Design Council in London. I was rather proud 
of Adelaide - there are times when however much I deride nationalism 
I actually have a pride of place here, and I walked in bursting 
with pride about Adelaide, and I said to the Chief Designer at 
the Urban Design Council "Do you know Adelaide by any chance?", 
and he said "Adelaide who?". They didn't know. 

But it is possible for us, affluent and privileged as we are 
in world terms, to develop here the urban society, the technology, 
and the concern for humanity which will be as important to the 
development of our total region as the Greek city states were 
to their total region in subsequent times. I believe that in those 
terms South Australia has a great and important future. I believe 
it is one of which we can be proud and I believe it is one to which 
we should all devote ourselves. 
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